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Abstract
Steady pressure from English settlements reduced the traditional homelands of Native Americans and
destroyed the populations of game and far-bearing animals. The defeat of Metacom in King Philip's War of
1675-1676 put an end to large-scale armed resistance to English settlement in Northampton, but not to Indian
habitation. Though many Native peoples sought refuge elsewhere, some never left their homelands, choosing
to make themselves less visible by moving beyond the fringes of colonial settlements. This strategy of
avoidance helped ensure a continued Indian presence in the valley up until the present day, but that presence
often went unrecorded and unnoticed by whites. Margaret Bruchac chronicles the struggles of Nono tuck
peoples as they coped with social upheaval and environmental change while sustaining cultural identity and
kinship ties.
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STEADY pressure from English settlements reduced the traditional homelands of 
Native Americans and destroyed the populations of game and far-bearing animals. 
The defeat of Metacom in King Philip's War of 1675-1676 put an end to large-scale 
armed resistance to English settlement in Northampton, but not to Indian habitation. 
Though many Native peoples sought refuge elsewhere, some never left their homelands, 
choosing to make themselves less visible by moving beyond the fringes of colonial settle­
ments. This strategy of avoidance helped ensure a continued Indian presence in the 
valley up until the present day, but that presence often went unrecorded and unnoticed 
by whites. Margaret Bruchac chronicles the struggles of Nono tuck peoples as they coped 
with social upheaval and environmental change while sustaining cultural identity 
and kinship ties. 
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MARGARET BRUCHAC 
THE first English colonists to arrive in the middle Connecticut River Valley 
identified the indigenous inhabitants by the Algonkian Indian I terms for the 
places where they lived: Agawam, the "landing place" that is now Springfield,
Woronoco, the "winding land" at Westfield, and Pocumtuck, the "shallow,
sandy river" at Deerfield. The region around the oxbow, at the geographical 
midpoint of the river, was called Nonotuck, a term which has been roughly
translated to mean either "the middle of the river" (Noah-tuk), or the "far 
away land" (Nauwut-ucke) in the Massachusetts dialect.2 
Three hundred and fifty y ears after the Euro-American settlement of 
Nonotuck (now called Northampton), the Native American3 history of this 
place may seem elusive. Much of the early archaeological record has been 
destroyed, if not by colonial settlement, then by the search for the relics and 
remains of the earliest Indian inhabitants. Lithics, pottery shards, beads, and 
bones from the distant past have surfaced in the plow zone and emerged in 
washouts, to land in both public and private collections of Indian relics.4 
Woodlands era (c. 4000 B.C. to the present) site features, like storage pits, 
post holes, and corn planting mounds, that remained visible well into the 
twentieth century, have now been supplanted by housing developments and 
industrial parks.5 The locations of Native gravesites, like those of the Mam­
inash family on Hospital Hill, or the unidentified burials salvaged from the 
meadows beside the river, have long since been forgotten by aU but a few 
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anthropologists and Native historians.6 Even the landscape itself has been
reshaped, particularly rivers, like the Cappawonganick (Mill River), which
once wove its way alongside wigwam villages set on terraces, and now slips
over the falls below Paradise Pond to hide in culverts beneath the main
streets of town. 
Northampton once had an Indian fort, but it never had an Indian reserva­
tion, and it does not have a resident tribal community today. Smith College
once had a museum devoted to Indian history, but those antiquated displays of
plaster-covered skulls and mute lithics have been dismantled and are patiently
awaiting repatriation.7 A handful of exquisite artifacts on display at Historic
Northampton, including quilled moccasins trimmed with silk ribbon, woven
ash splint baskets stamped with floral designs, and a single strand of disk­
shaped shell wampum beads, testify to the complex intercultura1 relations
between Nonotuck's Indians and Northampton's English inhabitants.
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